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INTRODUCTION

The 2011 Calendar for DPLC included two interparliamentary meetings. The first was held
from 28 to 30 April in East Jerusalem, Ramallah, Tulkarem and Hebron.

The second was due to be held in Gaza from 31 October to 2 November.

The period leading up to the visit was marked by the Palestinian approach to the UN to obtain
recognition of the State of Palestine. This approach was firmly opposed by Israel (and the
United States), which described the unilateral approach as unacceptable. In August the US
Congress decided to withhold USD 200 million of aid to Palestine.

However, in its resolution of 29 September 2011, the European Parliament invited the
Member States ‘to be united in addressing the legitimate demand of the Palestinians’. At the
same time, the peace negotiations came to a standstill, despite the Quartet’s efforts.

Having focused on obtaining the nine votes needed, among the UN Security Council
members, to force the United States to lift their veto, the Palestinians had neglected the
reconciliation talks.

It was in that relatively disturbing context that the delegation prepared for its visit to Gaza.

It firstly decided not to take the risk of passing through Erez, as experience showed that
permission from the Israelis could never be guaranteed. Instead it decided to go through Egypt
and Rafah, despite the trials and tribulations involved in this journey. The opportunity of
meeting with the Egyptian Foreign Minister was a further argument for this decision.

The delegation set itself some major goals for this 2011 visit: finally meeting with all the
political groups represented in the PLC; meeting with recently released prisoners; witnessing
the humanitarian situation in Gaza and the financial needs of UNRWA; and talking with the
economic sector, civil society and young people.

The delegation’s working group was led by its Chair, Proinsias de Rossa (S&D, IE),
accompanied by Erminia Mazzoni (EPP, IT), Norbert Neuser (S&D, DE), Alexandra Thein
(ALDE, DE), Chris Davies (ALDE, UK), Georgios Toussas (GUE, GR) and Sir Robert
Atkins (ECR, UK).

+++++++++++++

+ EGYPT: A NEIGHBOUR IN TRANSITION

On the evening of its arrival in Cairo, the delegation listened to a presentation given by Marc
Franco, Head of the EU Delegation to Egypt, on the situation in the country.

The main foreign policy issues were in the hands of the military and secret services, which
was evidenced by the security talks with Israel and the recent prisoner exchange with Hamas.
The government in power included figures who should be acceptable to the people
represented in Tahir Square.
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The Supreme Council of the Armed Forces was trying to ensure the transition to elections at
the end of November, for which the Muslim Brotherhood appeared to be best prepared.

The enthusiasm of the Arab Spring had been tempered by a worrying economic and social
situation in which unemployment and poverty were constantly on the rise.

This presentation was intended to prepare the delegation for its meeting with the Egyptian
Foreign Minister. The meeting was scheduled for 3 November, but did not take place due to
incompatible schedules.

This report will look in turn at the progress made towards reconciliation, the fate of prisoners,
the humanitarian support problems, and the search for dignity accompanied by the desire to
break the isolation.

I. HAMAS-FATAH MEETING: A STEP TOWARDS RECONCILIATION?

Since the collapse of the united government in 2007, no meetings had been possible between
an EP delegation and all the political groups represented in the Palestinian Legislative Council
(PLC).The division of Gaza automatically prevented the PLC from functioning, and the
Hamas-Fatah rivalry prevented the latter from meeting in Gaza City, in places where the
Hamas elected members were trying to adopt laws.

As a result, the EP delegation, which had, however, decided to continue the dialogue with all
the political parties, including Hamas, had had to resign itself for three years to separate
meetings with the two groups.

Following the signature on 4 May 2011 of the Hamas-Fatah reconciliation agreement (which
the EP delegation had been the first to announce on 30 April 2011), Mr de Rossa decided to
clearly call on the Hamas and Fatah representatives to hold a joint meeting with the
representatives of all parties. On the basis that reconciliation could no longer be supported if
no positive sign was given, the delegation made everyone’s presence a condition of the next
interparliamentary meeting. The Fatah representatives in Gaza (and in Ramallah) finally
agreed to this.

... a political first
That was how, on 1 November 2011, seven MEPs came to meet with around 20 PLC
members for the Gaza constituency in the PLC building in Gaza: 12 Hamas, 5 Fatah, 2 PFLP
and one Independent. The meeting was jointly chaired by Ahmad Bahar, former Vice-Speaker
of the PLC, and Proinsias de Rossa, Head of the EP delegation.

Mr de Rossa confirmed the delegation’s support for the Palestinian cause: for the approach to
the UN, for reconciliation, and for the cessation of the Gaza siege. He highlighted the EP
resolution of 29 September 2011.

He also underlined the importance of this joint meeting as a promising sign of reconciliation.
Europe set great store by this.
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Faysal Abusalah, head of the local section of Fatah, adopted the same line and welcomed this
‘reconciliation’ meeting. He confirmed the acute need for democracy and free and respected
elections.

The contributions of the elected members from Hamas, the independents and the PFLP
unvaryingly denounced the occupation of Palestinian territory and the Gaza siege, deplored
the fact that many prisoners were still being held, but welcomed the approach to the UN.

The delegation’s members (Chris Davies, Robert Atkins, Norbert Neuser, Erminia Mazzoni
and Georgios Toussas) questioned whether Hamas truly wanted to achieve reconciliation or
whether the nature of the resistance was to oppose the occupier. A fairly lively exchange of
views was held on this issue and on the use of violence in general as a means of repression, at
the end of which the Vice-Speaker observed that the death penalty could be justified in
exceptional cases, as it was, he added, ‘in certain EU Member States’.

Mr de Rossa’s clarification was immediate: ‘There is no death penalty in the EU Member
States’.

The Chair of the EP delegation welcomed this exchange of views in the presence of
representatives of all parties and invited everyone to meet next time in a format more
favourable to discussion and with an agenda.

The Vice-Speaker, who was visibly annoyed about the short discussion on the death penalty,
left the room: the joint press conference planned did not take place.
Reconciliation is a long road...

II. RESISTANCE TO OCCUPATION: PRISONERS AND RELEASED PRISONERS

The delicate issue of resistance to occupation was always at the heart of the discussions
between the delegation and its Palestinian counterparts. This was also the case in the spring of
2011 during contacts with the ‘Popular Resistance Committees’, and again in the autumn
during the meeting with around 15 prisoners released under the recent Hamas-Israel
agreement.

At the delegation’s request, the NGOs Al Mezan and Addameer invited 15 recently released
prisoners to an exchange of views with the delegation.

The meeting became a confrontation: it was not easy either for the former prisoners or for the
MEPs.

The presentations and figures followed one another with implacable effect: Omar: 2 periods
of 6 years; Ahmed: a shotgun at the age of 17 and 20 years in prison; and Khader from
Jerusalem: he had been in prison since April 1981, i.e. nearly 31 years in Israeli jails.

Some spoke while others preferred to keep quiet with their heads bowed.
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They had been through testing times: deprivation of food/water; intimidation in front of their
families; illnesses left untreated or poorly treated; limited family visits.

Among those present, some had no ties with Gaza and yet had been deliberately transferred
there.

‘What justice allows Israel to act in this way?’

The Hamas-Israel agreement will allow the release of 1 027 Palestinian prisoners: 547 have
already been freed, with the others being released at the end of November. This will leave
around 5 500 Palestinians in prison, five hundred of whom have received life sentences.

How can an occupation deemed ‘illegal’ be resisted? By ‘legal’ means?

Who defines this legality? What is the acceptable limit?

The released prisoners were all occupation resistance fighters. The tension in the meeting
room was perceptible.

Mr de Rossa underlined that his delegation was not the enemy of the Palestinians and that
they were trying to understand the actions taken. However, he recommended that resistance
should be unarmed and not violent.

He reported on the actions already taken by the EP, and others to come, in order to secure the
release of the Palestinian prisoners.

The meeting did not come up with a solution, but it did significantly raise awareness.

III. NEED TO MAINTAIN HUMANITARIAN SUPPORT

No one in the Gaza Strip can be unaware of UNRWA: its heavy vehicles flying the UN flag;
its jam-packed supply centres; its schools resonating with the sounds of children; its precious
jobs; its reconstruction sites, etc.

Among other humanitarian operators, UNRWA is omnipresent. Is this to be celebrated?

Sixty-three years without being able to find a solution to the fate of the Palestinian refugees, a
situation that has been worsened by the siege imposed on this coastal strip of Palestine.

Commissioner Georgieva, with whom a meeting was held before the visit and who is
responsible for humanitarian issues for the EU, claimed that the projects presented were much
more consistent in terms of properly targeting needs.

UNRWA was also suffering financial difficulties, which those in charge had reported to the
Brussels institutions with a view to filling the gaps: USD 11 million for job creation;
USD 16 million for food aid; USD 6 million for schools; and USD 3 million for the health aid
programme.
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In his brief presentation, Sébastien Trives, UNRWA’s Deputy Director of operations in the
Gaza Strip, underlined the administrative and political difficulties faced by UNRWA in its
work: on the one hand, the need for Israeli permission for projects requiring the use of
sensitive materials; on the other hand, coexistence with the Hamas administration and the
effects of traffic via the tunnels.

On the ground, the delegation became aware of the extent of this UN agency’s investment to
the benefit of the refugees.

1- Construct or reconstruct: a constant challenge

The building sector in Gaza has not been adversely affected; in fact quite the contrary.
Demand is steadily increasing. However, support for the refugees is subject to specific
constraints associated with the continued siege. As a result, the start of construction is, like
elsewhere, logically subject to the delivery of the materials needed. However, the Israeli
authorities very carefully control all imports, particularly materials deemed dangerous, such
as cement or metal parts. The need for this authorisation inevitably delays schedules.
Furthermore, since the closure of Karni, in the north there is only the Kerem Shalom crossing
point for goods, on the Egyptian border.

Out of the 100 schools deemed necessary over the next three years, 42 are planned and only
seven are under construction. That is why temporary and makeshift buildings, such as
containers, are increasingly being used.

The manager of the El Hawa school building site is highly realistic and increases the work
rate as soon as he receives materials. It took 18 months between the land becoming available
and planning permission being granted.

There is the same fatalism among the architects of the Rafah reconstruction programme on the
border, where 752 homes were destroyed during Operation Cast Lead in 2008.

In all cases there is plenty of financing, with donations from many countries adding to
contributions from international organisations.

Under the control of the Palestinian Water Authority, the sewage retreatment complex project
(in the north of Gaza) vividly illustrates the constant challenge at all levels: political,
economic, health or technical.

The quantity of water allowed by the Israelis into Gaza is inadequate. Sewage retreatment is
therefore essential, as also is desalination. The proximity of the border complicates the
situation.

The most modern processes are used. The future centre will allow 1 500 km2 to be worked
and ensure the survival of 3 000 farmers.

However, the paradox remains with the construction undertaken by the Hamas administration,
which is not subject to Israeli control, in that this uses materials smuggled through the
tunnels: a speedy and wealth-creating practice.
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2- Ensure subsistence

The fragile population has fallen slightly since the last visit. However, nearly 300 000 people
still depend on humanitarian support. The Al Zeitoun distribution centre, which is one of
twelve in the Gaza Strip, delivers a three-month supply of rice, flour, sugar and corned beef
rations to registered families.

3- Concern for education

Education for all is a constant concern, whether for young children, persons with disabilities
or women. In liaison with the local authorities and supported by several countries, UNRWA is
trying to coordinate efforts and not allow any exclusions.

This shared concern also often means shared buildings. As a result, nearly all schools operate
two time slots: one reserved for children schooled by UNRWA; the other for children
schooled by the Hamas administration.

On 2 November the delegation visited a girls’ school in Beach Camp, together with a
delegation from the EP’s Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality and also
Margrete Auken, Vice-Chair of the DPLV, and Bastiaan Belder, Chair of the EP Delegation
for relations with Israel.

Mental health is an area that receives specific support under the ‘Gaza Community Mental
Health Programme’. This provides support for those suffering from depression, particularly
former prisoners or those affected by acts of war.

Qualified staff are provided, including teachers, doctors, psychoanalysts and social workers,
not to mention parents whose daily work with their children must not be neglected.

The condition of women, particularly the most vulnerable, is also not forgotten. The
‘Women’s Social/Recreational Centre’ in Qu’al Qureen welcomes widows, divorcees and
victims of domestic violence. The seven centres of this type in Gaza offer a range of
activities: art, sport, computing and home education. The motivation among the women met
was impressive.

... education and employment

A German NGO has taken the initiative in setting up the first school for the hearing impaired
in Gaza. Such visits are always moving and full of hope. The quality of the products (wood
and fabric items) made in the school’s workshops is clearly evident. This is an excellent way
of combining employment and social integration.
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The ‘Dei’r Elbalah Rehabilitation Society’ is one of the leading projects in the job creation
programme set up by UNRWA. It offers tailored schooling to 182 deaf/mute children, at the
same time (for the older ones) as an initial training in the bakery and confectionery trade or
new technologies/media.

IV. YES TO DIGNITY ... NO TO ISOLATION

If there is one word that allows you to be understood by everyone throughout Palestine, it is
DIGNITY. For too long this has been the main aspiration of the Palestinian people. To
dignity, the inhabitants of the Gaza Strip would add ISOLATION, which is the result of an
illegal siege that they are resolutely fighting.
This two-word slogan was at the heart of all of the discussions that the delegation had during
its visit.

1- An active and attentive civil society

The dinner-debate format allows everyone to express their views, without anyone being
excluded from the discussion. This was the case with representatives of several NGOs:
OXFAM, PCRH, Bingo (network of NGOs), Women’s Affairs Centre, Olof Palme
Organisation.

Although the underlying messages were unchanged (the Gaza siege must end, reconciliation
is desirable, Europe’s support must be firmer, international law must be respected, etc.), the
tone used was more insistent than ever.

Once again, the words ‘dignity’ and ‘isolation’ were used by those present. ‘Gaza was
previously well-known for its fruit; now we have to import them’.

2- Realistic but frustrated economic sector

‘Importing, by paying taxes to Israel, is possible, but exporting is not’. This was the reality
expressed by one of the representatives of the business world invited to an exchange of views
with the delegation.

Palestinian businesses are caught in a stranglehold, which the Gaza siege is keeping tight.
This situation is all the more frustrating as there is plenty of know-how and entrepreneurial
spirit. Despite the day-to-day difficulties, the positive figures of recent months illustrate the
potential of the local economy.

Moreover, ‘there is more Palestinian money in the world’s banks than in the budget of the
Palestinian Authority’.

Nothing is simple: one entrepreneur was refused permission to transport goods from Gaza to
the West Bank, so he decided to import from Israel and send the money in cash by driver.

Another participant summarised the dilemma: ‘it’s a choice between lying or smuggling
through the tunnels’.
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The director of the Pepsi/7 Up plant, which is an old family business (fourth generation), used
to employ 300 people; this has fallen to 40 because the ingredients and materials transit
through the Israeli port of Ashdod. The market is limited to Gaza and the West Bank.

He avoids the dangerous game of the tunnels and carefully approaches political leaders.

Yet more references were made to the dignity of the Palestinian people and the damaging
effects of isolation.

3- A young generation indignant but motivated

The exchange of views with around 30 students from Al Azhar University in Gaza City
affected every single member of the delegation. All the members were impressed by the
determination and maturity of these young people: maturity in terms of their understanding of
the need for a good education and in the way that they express their needs; political maturity
when they compare the facilities at their university with those at the Islamic university
directly funded by Hamas. Although the Vice-Chancellor of the university tried to say that
there was no political activism at his university, the political leanings were no secret.

For the students (and the young women said this particularly forcefully), there was no point
wasting time moaning; it was action that was needed. The same was true in the quest for
freedom and dignity. Rather than resignation, a form of disillusionment was evident.

After a dynamic and heated debate, Mr de Rossa underlined that a democracy is judged by
how it treats the weakest in society. He called on the students to use, for their society, the
benefits of the education that they could receive.

The best way of resisting and ending the occupation was in everyone’s mind. However, as
stressed by Chris Davies, at no point did the delegation hear the participants question the
existence of Israel.

4- A paradoxical breach of the isolation: the prosperity of the tunnels

The delegation had already had the opportunity to witness the paradox of the tunnels between
Egypt and Gaza. This official smuggling is flaunted in front of everyone: the view on Google
Earth of the Gaza/Egypt border strip is a treat for strategic observation.

The tunnels are prosperous, as also are the owners and operators. The local Hamas regime is
growing steadily richer as it does not hesitate to tax some goods up to 90%, such as tobacco or
petrol. Even vehicles can now be easily brought through. The tunnels have become real
supermarkets with staggered delivery times.

Rumours abound: the voluntary shutdown of electricity generators would encourage the mass
purchase of fuel by consumers/taxpayers, thus increasing the amount of taxes received for the
crossing...

It is not disputed that this situation suits everyone.
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The Palestinians have organised themselves for survival. They are showing their capacity for
adaptation and that they are ready for... the long haul. This, for the delegation, was a
particularly worrying observation in political terms.

V. CONCLUSION

At the end of its visit, the Delegation for relations with the Palestinian Legislative Council
unanimously adopted a declaration that was released to the press (see annex).

The main lessons to be drawn from this visit to the Gaza Strip can be summarised as follows.

The delegation:

- encourages, in terms of internal politics, real reconciliation between all the political groups
so that a transitional united government can be formed as quickly as possible, which can
prepare for the necessary elections (local, presidential and legislative);
- welcomes, in this context, the joint EP/PLC meeting on 1 November in Gaza, involving all
the political parties for the first time since 2007; invites these groups to agree on a formula
that will enable a meeting at the European Parliament in 2012;
- at the international level, supports the Palestinian approach to the UN and its agencies, with
a view to recognition as a State;
- calls for the resumption of direct peace negotiations with the Israelis, on the understanding
that each party must accept compromises with regard to the extent of their respective
preconditions;
- calls for the release of the 5 500 Palestinian political prisoners, who are still being held in
Israeli prisons, to be the subject of talks;
- insists on the permanent lifting of the Gaza siege;
- calls for the international organisations providing humanitarian support in Gaza to continue
supplying the necessary resources until a solution has been found to the refugee issue.


